It is against the law for any person to
obstruct or encroach on any sidewalk,
street alley or other public property.
However, reasonable exceptions are
allowed for temporary obstructions,
which are the result of loading or
unloading commercial merchandise or
receiving and delivering materials
during building construction.

Other Traffic Information
Brochures Available:
Children At Play
Speed Limits; How Are They Set
Pedestrian Signals
Stop Signs
Traffic Safety Tips
Traffic Signal Systems
Traffic Signals
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Can the back of a vehicle overhang
the sidewalk when it is parked in a
private driveway?
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What do white, blue, and yellow
painted lines mean?
♦

White Zones are used to denote both
short and long-term parking spaces.
These spaces are marked with signs
that illustrate the maximum allotted
parking time and are available for
regular public use.

♦

Blue Zones denote accessible parking
spaces for those with disabilities.
These spaces are required in front of
places of public accommodation and
are denoted by signs with the international access symbol. Accessible parking spaces are also accompanied by an
access aisle, which cannot be blocked.
Illegal parking in these spaces may result in a fine of $50.

♦

Yellow Zones are used by the City to
denote “No Parking” areas or zones.
“No parking” areas are typically used
when parking would block access or in
safety situations such as when parking in a certain place would obstruct a
driver’s vision.

Where is it illegal to park?
It is illegal to park in the following locations:
♦

On the roadway side of any vehicle
stopped or parked at the edge or curb of
a street.

♦

On a sidewalk, crosswalk, or within an
intersection.

♦

No parking zones marked by a yellow
curb and where no parking signs are
placed.

♦

Within 20 feet of a marked or unmarked
crosswalks. A crosswalk is considered to
be the extension of sidewalk boundary
lines across a street or at any location
where crosswalks are marked with white
lines.

♦

In front of a public or private driveway.

♦

In front of or within 15 feet of a fire hydrant.

♦

Within 50 feet of the nearest rail of a
railroad crossing.

♦

On any street for the purpose of advertising or selling.

♦

Anywhere on the roadway for the intended purpose of maintaining or repairing automobiles.

♦

Where a vehicle will obstruct or block a
parking space designated for persons with
disabilities.

♦

In parking spaces designated for persons
with disabilities without displaying the
proper placard or license plate.

♦

In the striped loading zone next to handicapped parking spaces.

♦

Straddling the markings or lines designating a parking stall.

♦

Within 30 feet of any traffic control sign at
the side of the roadway.

UNACCEPTABLE

When does the City install limited
term parking zones and loading
zones?
♦

The City will consider installing limited
term parking zones and loading zones
only in business districts where a need
is established and impact on adjacent
properties is minimal.

